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sampling techniques i william g. cochran
cochran, william gemmell, 1909-sampling techniques. (wiley series in probability and
mathematical statistics) includes bibliographical references and index. l sampling (statistics) i.
title. qa276.6.c6 1977 001.4'222 77-728 isbn ().471-16240-x printed in the united states of
america 20 19 17 16 13 to betty
sampling techniques introduction - cs
[cochran, p18] [trochim] with probability sampling, a measure of sampling variation can be
obtained objectively from the sample itself. nonprobability sampling or judgment sampling
depends on subjective judgment. [salant, p62] the nonprobability method of sampling is a
process where probabilities cannot be assigned to the units objectively,
1chran, w.g. (1963) sampling techniques survey sampling
2rati ed sampling. optimal allocation. 3.ratio and regression estimators. ratio estimators.
hartley-ross estimator. ratio estimator for strat-i ed samples. regression estimator. 4stematic
sampling and cluster sampling. 5mpling with unequal probabilities. probability proportional to
size(pps) sampling. the horvitz-thompson estimator.
sampling techniques & determination of sample size in
sampling techniques & determination of sample size in applied statistics research: an overview
singh, ajay s department of aem, faculty of agriculture, university of swaziland, luyengo,
swaziland specific sampling techniques are used for (cochran 1963 and robert et al.
cochran, w (1977). sampling techniques, 3rd ed. new york
cochran, w (1977). sampling techniques, 3rd ed. new york: wiley. contribute nothing to the y of
stores to estimate total certain area sampling units dossible, by expenditure of ite nothing, so
that in our v (yd is reduced when iv} is the domain of interest (i.e., (2.60) gligible, (2.61) (2.62)
introduction to survey sampling and analysis procedures
244 f chapter 14: introduction to survey sampling and analysis procedures most of these
procedures, statistical inference is based on the assumption that the sample is drawn from an
in?nite population by simple random sampling.
sampling and sample size estimation - gfmer
sampling & sample size estimation moazzam ali md, phd, mph department of reproductive
health and research world health organization geneva, switzerland there are two types of
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sampling techniques: probability sampling (or random) non- probability sampling (or
non-random) types of sampling methods quota sampling non-probability
determining sample size page 2 - tarleton
the sampling distribution shown in figure 1. 2. the use of the level of maximum variability (p=.5)
in the calculation of the sample size for the proportion generally will produce a more
conservative sample size (i.e., a larger one) than will be calculated by the sample size of the
mean. references cochran, w. g. 1963. sampling techniques, 2nd ed.,
the efficiency of sampling techniques for ntd reporting
the efficiency of sampling techniques for ntd reporting 1 the efficiency of sampling techniques
for ntd reporting sampling techniques and their relative efficiency depend highly on the mode
and on sampling techniques (cochran 1977). table 1. six sampling techniques
statistical methods 13 sampling techniques - statstutor
13 sampling techniques based&on&materials&provided&by&coventry&university&and&
loughborough&university&under&anaonal&he&stem
programme&prac9ce&transfer&adopters&grant " quota sampling: the interviewer has been
given quotas to fill from specified subgroups of the population, e.g. 20 women 20-30 years old !
can all be very biased
determining sample size1 - university of crete
sampling frame are "fixed," that is, they will be the same for samples of 50 or 200. finally,
virtually the for populations that are large, cochran (1963:75) developed the equation 1 to yield
a representative sample for proportions. which is valid where n 0 is the sample size, z
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